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"Er rief sich zur Ordnung, denn Ubertreiben paßte zur Analyse nicht" (126) --thus a passage in the fourth (and weakest) of the five stories which make up this volume. It points to a problem which underlies Per dritte Nagel and much of Hermann Kant's other work. For Kant is clearly aware that exaggeration is both the richest source of his characteristic humour but also, where it is given too much rope, a weakness which can deprive his work of true seriousness. The title-story itself betrays this symptomatic ambivalence, built as it is on the somewhat far-fetched idea that the narrator is "br"dtchens'uchtig"(85) and prepared to involve himself in endless complications just so that he can enjoy for breakfast every day two of Schwint's morning rolls. "Das klingt Ubertrieben," he tells us, before adding defensively, "aber ich empfand es nicht so" (77). Despite this attempt to meet criticism before it is made, however, the feeling persists that, despite or perhaps because of the many comic effects which Kant teases from this basic idea, the story ultimately trivializes the very serious social and political issues it raises. Similarly, one senses in "Frau Persokeit hat grüßen lassen" that Kant shares his young protagonist's awareness of the temptation to and dangers of exaggeration as he wonders how best to report Frau Persokeit's death to the neighbors ('t)b man sich nicht an die Kehle greifen muß, um dem nachzuhelfen, was nur stockend einen Ausgang findet," (27) etc.), although he also clearly shares the boy's admiration for his parents in their characteristic way of facing a problem, namely by deploying humor based on exaggeration (when told by his wife that he'll have to rob another bank unless he can borrow money from the neighbors, the father says he has had enough of robbing banks)... In the finai story of the collection, "Schöne Elise," Kant adopts a tried-and-tested narrative posture--that of the detective story--which allows him to indulge his predilection for involved and twisting story-lines while at the same time holding in check the pull toward exaggeration. The narrator,a retired policeman, soberly and with only occasional shafts of (for Kant) muted irony unravels some of the mystery surrounding Elise's disappearance while refusing to countenance anything fanciful, as when he criticises his first witness's account of events as "zu getüftelt" (141). The oasic shape of "Schöne Elise" is that of the search, and the same structural principle underpins in different way? each of the other stories, too. Clearly Kant is comfortable with this fundamental pattern because it represents an ideal means of exercising his flair for the anecdotal. The idea that "one thing leads to another" recurs in various (usually comical) guises, from the methodical "one-thing-at-a-time" approach of the policeman in "Schöne Elise" to the Pumprunde which, in "Frau Persokeit läßt grüßen," leads the narrator and his father from one neighbor to another and affords Kant the opportunity to string one anecdote onto another. Herr Heiliger and his hens, Frau Diebel and her footloose spouse, Jacques Staroski and his heroic fantasies, the "unordentliche Verhältnisse" of Frau Schleymann and Frau Birkemann, the raised hands of Herr Binder, Frau Kirschbeet's obsession with revolution as the answer to every problem--the list is long, and the clear tendency to caricature confirms the importance of exaggeration as a creative principle for Kant. After Persokeit's death, the same situation reasserts itself: there is a need to do the rounds again in order to inform people ("Wie ist die Reihenfolge beim ßescheidsagen?" asks the narrator's father (24)). One senses the temptation to set in train another series of episodes as comic as they are unlikely--but the formal discipline imposed by the short story as well as his own evident awareness of the danger of overdoing things rescue Kant from this temptation and prevent a lapse into that excessive and ultimately tedious wordiness which sometimes mars his earlier, longer works. Indeed, it is appropriate to stress by way of conclusion that, whatever their individual blemishes, all the stories in this collection are immensely readable--and of how many writers can that be said? 
